TWO-PHASED SEARCH

Search of bibliographic databases, websites of relevant peer-reviewed journals, and review of reference lists:

Gray literature search using internet searches (including Google, WorldCat & website list), contact of research and other stakeholders with subject expertise or interest, and review of reference lists:

Enter into RefWorks database for screening:

Reject duplicates and report:

TWO-STAGED SELECTION

Screening:

Screen titles and abstracts/summaries for full document retrieval based on screening criteria:

Reject gray literature with low relative importance (Table 1 categories 1 & 2):

Reject clearly irrelevant documents:

Retrieval and full review of any document reporting a study which seems to meet the screening criteria:

Rejected those documents which fail to describe studies meeting criteria or which team consensus decides does not help inform research question. Tabulate reasons for exclusion and report:

Selection:

Select those documents reporting a study meeting criteria 1-5 and one of 6 or 7, and which are deemed by team consensus to inform research question:

Reject gray literature with poor methodological quality based on preliminary appraisal. Tabulate reasons for exclusion and report.